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Most load switching is planned.
However, during stormy seasons,
members may experience an outage.
When that happens, SCADA goes to
work with linemen to complete a
switch in an emergency situation to
restore power and reduce the time of
the outage. Although switching is not
an everyday task, SCADA does help
SSVEC crews daily by providing other
control capabilities, such as applying a
“Hot Line Tag.”
“A Hot Line Tag or HLT is one way
SSVEC applies the ‘Lock Out, Tag Out’
procedures to safely allow crews to
work on the various devices that can
be found in our electric network,”
Riggs said.
SCADA monitors SSVEC’s entire
electric network, from McNeal to
Patagonia to Bonita to San Simon
to Mescal and all the locations in
between. A substation reports back to
the central office lots of data including
watts, amps, and volts. There are
more than 30 substations providing
electricity to SSVEC members and

Thomas Riggs

each location reports this information.
“All of this data is received and stored
within a few seconds,” Riggs said.
This represents the “Data Acquisition”
in SCADA. SSVEC has two operators
in SCADA, Nick Barncastle and
Earnie Batten, who rotate shifts to
continually monitor this data for
anomalies. Anomalies, or problems,
can include alarming on faults
or during a low or high voltage
occurrence.
Once a problem is found, the SCADA
operator will notify the linemen

Service representatives Cody Merrick,
Nadine Saavedra, Betsy Estelle
and Richie Ellis will continue to
be familiar faces around the office,
taking bill payments and responding
to member needs.
Like banks and other public office
locations, members will use drawers
to pass checks or cash, working with
a service representative behind a glass
enclosure to pay bills. Elfrida is one
of five office locations in the SSVEC
service area, with similar securityminded remodeling projects planned
for Willcox, Benson and Patagonia in
the near future.
“These changes aren’t aimed at our
members, but it’s important that we
reflect the realities of the world we
live in now,” said Customer Service
Manager Curtiss Peterson. “We’re
going to continue interacting with our
members, sponsoring community
events and providing reliable service,
but it’s also important that we design
our office space with safety in mind.”
At the same time, Peterson reports

that more and more members are
paying their bills online and through
their mobile devices.
SmartHub, the free application
that allows bill payment and
access to account information,
offers the convenience of keeping
in touch with the Cooperative
at any time using an internet
or cellular connection. The
application is a free download
available at mobile device app
stores or through the SSVEC
website at www.ssvec.org.

“We’re seeing more and more of
our members going online to pay
their bill and monitor their usage,”
Peterson said. “With the convenience
of being able to access that
information anytime and from almost
anywhere, that’s motivating members
to move online.”
Members still have the option
of talking to a customer service
representative directly by stopping by
the Elfrida office at 4179 W. Thistle
Lane, or calling the office at (520)
642-3475, 24-hours a day.

